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Abstract. We introduce and validate a pressure measurement paradigm that reduces extracerebral contami-
nation from superficial tissues in optical monitoring of cerebral blood flow with diffuse correlation spectroscopy
(DCS). The scheme determines subject-specific contributions of extracerebral and cerebral tissues to the DCS
signal by utilizing probe pressure modulation to induce variations in extracerebral blood flow. For analysis, the
head is modeled as a two-layer medium and is probed with long and short source-detector separations. Then a
combination of pressure modulation and a modified Beer-Lambert law for flow enables experimenters to linearly
relate differential DCS signals to cerebral and extracerebral blood flow variation without a priori anatomical infor-
mation. We demonstrate the algorithm’s ability to isolate cerebral blood flow during a finger-tapping task and
during graded scalp ischemia in healthy adults. Finally, we adapt the pressure modulation algorithm to amelio-
rate extracerebral contamination in monitoring of cerebral blood oxygenation and blood volume by near-infrared
spectroscopy. © 2015 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.NPh.2.3.035004]
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1 Introduction

Diffuse correlation spectroscopy1–5 (DCS) and diffuse optical or

near-infrared spectroscopy6–13 (DOS/NIRS) are important opti-

cal techniques that employ near-infrared (NIR) light to measure

cerebral blood flow, oxygen saturation, and total hemoglobin

concentration continuously, noninvasively, and at the bedside.

Furthermore, in combination, these measurements of blood flow

and blood oxygenation provide access to the oxygen metabolic

status of the brain.14–16

As might be anticipated, this information about cerebral

blood flow, blood oxygenation, and oxygen metabolism has

clinical value. All three parameters are important biomarkers for

brain diseases, such as ischemic stroke.17,18 In fact, treatments

for ischemic stroke, as well as other brain injuries and diseases,

often aim to minimize neurological damage by maximizing per-

fusion to the brain lesion.19–21Numerous treatment interventions

for stroke are available, but variability in response to treatment

has been observed,20–22 and an effective treatment for one patient

may be ineffective or even harmful for another patient. Thus,

rapid patient-specific assessment of treatment efficacy is a

promising clinical application for DCS and DOS/NIRS. Poten-

tially, DCS and DOS/NIRS measurements can enable detection

of hemodynamic changes before new neurological symptoms

emerge.2,23,24

Unfortunately, these optical techniques have limitations. A

well-known drawback for optical monitoring of cerebral tissue

is its significant sensitivity to blood flow and oxygenation in

the extracerebral tissues (scalp and skull).25–29 Traditional dif-

fuse optics analyses approximate the head as a homogeneous

medium, e.g., no a priori anatomical knowledge is used. Homo-

geneous models ignore differences between extracerebral hemo-

dynamics and cerebral hemodynamics in the brain, and because

extracerebral blood flow and blood oxygenation are non-negli-

gible, their responses contaminate DCS and DOS/NIRS signals.

Specifically, extracerebral contributions can lead experimenters

to incorrectly assign cerebral physiological responses.29–31

The DOS/NIRS community has, of course, developed

approaches to ameliorate the extracerebral tissue problem. Time-

series analysis techniques, for example, use filtering schemes to

minimize superficial tissue contamination in functional brain

mapping measurements.26,27,29,32–38 An assumption that under-

lies these techniques is that superficial tissue contamination

arises from systemic effects (e.g., heart rate) that do not correlate

with cerebral response because systemic variations are typically

damped by cerebral autoregulation. However, for numerous

brain diseases, including ischemic stroke, cerebral autoregula-

tion is impaired.39,40 In fact, many stroke treatment interventions
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are based on the notion of impaired cerebral autoregulation and

are designed to increase cerebral blood flow through systemic

mechanisms (e.g., increased blood pressure). Thus, it is preferable

not to filter systemic components from the measured signals.

In a different vein, computationally intense models have been

explored to handle extracerebral heterogeneities directly, includ-

ing layered models,41–49 Monte Carlo techniques in realistic

geometries of the head,50–53 and imaging.27,54–56 The complexity

of these models, however, can make them impractical to imple-

ment for real-time monitoring. Further, these models often require

a priori anatomical information about the patient’s head, as well

as knowledge about the optical properties of different tissue types.

In this contribution, we report on the implementation of a

novel scheme for real-time cerebral monitoring with the two-

layer model. The two-layer model in cerebral monitoring offers

a compromise between simplicity and accuracy;57–65 it consists

of a homogeneous superficial (extracerebral) layer above a

homogeneous cerebral layer. The key to our new approach is

to acquire DCS and DOS/NIRS measurements at multiple opti-

cal probe pressures and at multiple source-detector separations.

Variations in probe pressure against the head induce variations

in extracerebral hemodynamics, while cerebral hemodynamics

remain constant.28 We will show how this information can be

utilized to derive patient-specific analysis parameters that help

to separate cerebral hemodynamics from extracerebral blood

flow and oxygenation signals. For DCS measurements of blood

flow, we employ the pressure modulation scheme and a two-

layer modified Beer-Lambert framework for analysis.66 For

DOS/NIRS measurements, we extend the two-layer modified

Beer-Lambert formulation of Fabbri et al.57 to include a pressure

calibration stage prior to monitoring.

After describing the theory, we demonstrate the ability of this

new measurement paradigm/algorithm to filter extracerebral

contamination in simulations and in functional activation experi-

ments on healthy adult humans. Ultimately, these developments

should lead to improved accuracy in real-time monitoring of

cerebral flow and oxygen metabolism.

2 DCS and DOS/NIRS Monitoring
(Homogeneous Tissue Model)

Traditionally, diffuse optical monitoring utilizes homogeneous

tissue models of the head, which we review first. The basic

measurement geometry for diffuse optical monitoring consists

of point illumination and point detection on the tissue surface;

the distance between source and detector is ρ [Fig. 1(a)].

DOS/NIRS is a static technique that measures slow (0.1 to 10 s)

variations in the detected light intensity induced by changes

in tissue absorption (μa) and tissue scattering (μ 0
s). DCS is a

qualitatively different dynamic light scattering technique that

measures the rapid (e.g., microsecond scale) speckle light inten-

sity fluctuations induced by red blood cell motion. DOS/NIRS

measurements are most commonly analyzed with photon

diffusion models67,68 and the modified Beer-Lambert law.69,70

Analogously, correlation diffusion models71,72 and the DCS

modified Beer-Lambert law66 are readily employed for analysis

of DCS measurements.

The modified Beer-Lambert law is arguably the most widely

used homogeneous tissue model for analysis of DOS/NIRS

measurements.69,70 The modified Beer-Lambert law relates

changes in tissue optical properties to changes in continuous-

wave diffuse optical intensity measurements for light that has

been multiply scattered in its trajectory through tissue (Fig. 1).

Specifically, the measured difference in optical density between

a perturbed state and a baseline state is related to tissue scatter-

ing and absorption differences of the corresponding perturbed

and baseline states, i.e.,

ΔOD ¼ − log

�

I

I0

�

≈ LΔμa þ
μ0a

μ 00
s

LΔμ 0
s ≈ LΔμa: (1)

Here, the tissue optical density is defined as the negative

logarithm of the ratio of the detected and incident light inten-

sities (time-averaged), i.e., OD ≡ − logðI∕IsÞ for the perturbed

state, and OD0 ≡ − logðI0∕IsÞ [Fig. 1(b)] for the baseline

state; the incident light intensity, Is, is assumed to remain con-

stant. ΔOD ≡ OD − OD0, Δμa ≡ μa − μ0a, and Δμ 0
s ≡ μ 0

s − μ 00
s

are the differential changes in tissue optical density, tissue

absorption, and tissue reduced scattering, respectively, between

a perturbed state (OD, μa, μ
0
s) and the baseline state (OD0, μ0a,

μ 00
s ). The multiplicative factor, L ≡ ∂OD0∕∂μa, is the differential

pathlength, which is approximately the mean pathlength

that diffusing photons travel through the medium from source

to detector.70 For diffusive light transport, the differential

pathlength can be computed using the solution to the photon
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Fig. 1 (a) Schematic for a homogeneous, semi-infinite model of the head with a blood flow index, absorp-
tion coefficient, and reduced scattering coefficient of F , μa, and μ 0

s , respectively. The incident source
intensity, Is , is assumed to remain constant over time. Blood cell motion (e.g., red disks at time t

and light-red disks at time t þ τ) induces fast temporal fluctuations (i.e., speckle intensity fluctuations)
in the detected light intensity on the time scale of microseconds, while absorption changes modify mean
light intensities (e.g., averaged on time scales of milliseconds or greater). (b) Schematic of detected
intensity fluctuations for a baseline tissue state (red curve) and a perturbed state from baseline with
higher blood flow and absorption (blue curve). The horizontal black lines are the mean intensities
for the two states, denoted as I0 and I. The fast speckle intensity fluctuations in the two states are
characterized by normalized intensity autocorrelation functions [i.e., g0

2
ðτÞ, g2ðτÞ]. (c) The decay of

the intensity autocorrelation function curves is related to tissue blood flow.
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diffusion equation evaluated at the baseline tissue optical prop-

erties.69,70 For nondiffusive light transport, the differential path-

length can be computed using the solution to the radiative

transport equation evaluated at the baseline tissue optical proper-

ties.73 The modified Beer-Lambert law [Eq. (1)] is a first-order

Taylor series expansion of the tissue optical density with respect

to tissue absorption and tissue scattering. It is often reasonable to

make the additional approximation that the scattering term in

Eq. (1) is negligible compared to the absorption term; this

approximation is reasonable because tissue scattering changes

that accompany hemodynamic variations are often negligible,66

and because the multiplicative factor μ0a∕μ
00
s for many tissues

is much less than one. Multispectral measurements of tissue

absorption changes determined from Eq. (1) are then readily

converted to estimates of the variation in tissue oxy-hemoglobin

(HbO) and deoxy-hemoglobin (HbR) concentration using the

well-known spectra of these molecules.5,74 The total hemoglobin

concentration (HbT) is the sum of these two chromophore con-

centrations, and the tissue oxygen saturation (StO2) is the ratio

of oxy-hemoglobin to total hemoglobin: HbT ¼ HbOþ HbR,

StO2 ¼ HbO∕HbT.
Equation (1) is valid for any homogeneous geometry, pro-

vided the correct differential pathlength is used. The differential

pathlength depends on the source-detector separation (ρ),

the tissue geometry, and the baseline tissue optical properties

(μ0a, μ
00
s ).

5,70 For the important special case of the semi-infinite

homogeneous geometry [Fig. 1(a)], the differential pathlength is

given by75

L ≈
3μ 00

s ρ
2

2
�

ρ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3μ0aμ
00
s

p

þ 1
� : (2)

A drawback of the modified Beer-Lambert law is that it

determines only the changes in hemoglobin concentration.

For measurement of absolute oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin

concentrations, a photon diffusion model is commonly used.

Formally, the detected light intensity is directly proportional

to the photon diffusion equation Green’s function for the appro-

priate tissue geometry,5 i.e., ΦðρÞ, which depends on the tissue

optical properties (μa, μ
0
s). Note that the proportionality constant

between the measured light intensity, IðρÞ, and the photon dif-

fusion Green’s function, ΦðρÞ, is the light coupling coefficient

to tissue for the source-detector pair. For semi-infinite homo-

geneous tissue, the continuous-wave photon diffusion equation

Green’s function is5,76

ΦðρÞ ¼ 1

4π

"

exp
�

−r1
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3μaltr
p �

r1
−
exp

�

−rb
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

3μaltr
p �

rb

#

: (3)

Here, ltr ¼ 1∕ðμa þ μ 0
sÞ, r1 ¼ ðl2tr þ ρ2Þ1∕2, rb ¼ ½ð2zb þ

ltrÞ2 þ ρ2�1∕2, and zb ¼ 2ltrð1þ ReffÞ∕½3ð1 − ReffÞ�, where

Reff is the effective reflection coefficient that accounts for the

mismatch between the index of refraction of tissue (n) and

the index of refraction of the nonscattering medium bounding

the tissue (nout), such as air.76 A standard approach for absolute

tissue absorption monitoring in this geometry is to measure

IðρÞ at multiple source-detector separations and then obtain an

estimate of μa by fitting these measured intensities to the semi-

infinite Green’s function solution [Eq. (3)]. Required inputs for

this fit are the light coupling coefficients for each source-

detector pair and the tissue reduced scattering coefficient, μ 0
s.

Knowledge of the light coupling coefficients is typically

obtained by calibration using a tissue phantom,77,78 and μ 0
s is

often assumed. The assumption of μ 0
s is an obvious source of

error for continuous-wave DOS/NIRS. In more complex fre-

quency-domain79 and time-domain80 DOS/NIRS measurements,

both μa and μ 0
s can be uniquely determined from a fitting of

these measurements to their respective frequency-domain and

time-domain Green’s functions.5

DCS estimates blood flow by quantifying the fast speckle

intensity fluctuations of multiply scattered coherent NIR light

(with source coherence length >5 m) induced by red blood

cell motion (Fig. 1). Specifically, the normalized intensity tem-

poral autocorrelation function, g2ðτÞ ≡ hIðtÞIðtþ τÞi∕hIðtÞi2, is
computed at multiple delay-times, τ, where IðtÞ is the detected
light intensity at time t, and the angular brackets, hi, represent
time-averages. A DCS blood flow index, F, is derived from the

decay of g2ðτÞ [Fig. 1(c), discussed in more detail below]. The

DCS blood flow index is directly proportional to tissue blood

flow and has been successfully validated against a plethora of

gold-standard techniques.1,81

In analogy to DOS/NIRS, a DCS modified Beer-Lambert

law66 relates differential changes in a DCS optical density,

i.e., ODDCS ≡ − log½g2ðτÞ − 1�, to differential changes in

tissue blood flow index (F), tissue absorption (μa), and tissue

scattering (μ 0
s)

ΔODDCS ¼ − log

	

g2ðτ; ρÞ − 1

g02ðτ; ρÞ − 1




≈ dFðτÞΔF þ daðτÞΔμa

þ dsðτÞΔμ 0
s: (4)

The multiplicative weighting factors dFðτÞ ≡ ∂OD0
DCS∕∂F,

daðτÞ ≡ ∂OD0
DCS∕∂μa, and dsðτÞ ≡ ∂OD0

DCS∕∂μ
0
s, can be esti-

mated analytically or numerically using the correlation diffusion

model applied to the appropriate geometry.66 These weighting

factors are analogues of the differential pathlength in the modi-

fied Beer-Lambert law, but note that they also depend on delay-

time, τ. The DCS optical density is about equally sensitive to

blood flow and tissue scattering changes, but is less sensitive

to tissue absorption changes.66 Thus, if tissue scattering remains

approximately constant, and the fractional absorption change

is small compared to the blood flow change, then ΔODDCS ≈

dFðτÞΔF. A system of equations is thus generated, i.e., one

equation for each τ; these equations can be solved for ΔF in

a least squares sense (e.g., via the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse

technique82). For the special case of the semi-infinite homogeneous

geometry, the multiplicative weighting factor is given by66

dFðτ; ρÞ ¼
6μ 00

s ðμ 00
s þ μ0aÞk2oτ
K0ðτÞ

×

�

exp½−K0ðτÞr01� − exp½−K0ðτÞr0b�
exp½−K0ðτÞr01�∕r01 − exp½−K0ðτÞr0b�∕r0b

�

;

(5)

where K0ðτÞ ¼ ½3μ0aðμ0a þ μ 00
s Þð1þ 2μ 00

s k
2
oF

0τ∕μ0aÞ�1∕2, ko ¼
2πn∕λ is the magnitude of the light wave vector in the medium,

and r1 and rb are defined in Eq. (3).

The DCS modified Beer-Lambert law has a similar drawback

to DOS/NIRS in that it only determines blood flow changes.

To estimate the absolute blood flow index, F, a correlation

diffusion approach is used. Formally, transport of the electric
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field [EðtÞ] autocorrelation function, G1ðτÞ≡hE�ðtÞ ·EðtþτÞi,
is modeled by the correlation diffusion equation,71,72 which

can be solved analytically or numerically for tissue geometries

of interest.5,72 Tissue blood flow is ascertained by fitting the

solution for the normalized electric field autocorrelation func-

tion, g1ðτÞ ¼ G1ðτÞ∕G1ðτ ¼ 0Þ, to the measured normalized

intensity autocorrelation function using the Siegert relation:83

g2ðτÞ ¼ 1þ βjg1ðτÞj2, where β is a constant determined pri-

marily by experimental collection optics and source coherence.

For semi-infinite homogeneous tissue, the solution to the

correlation diffusion equation is5,72

G1ðτÞ ¼
3

4πltr

�

exp½−KðτÞr1�
r1

−
exp½−KðτÞrb�

rb

�

; (6)

where KðτÞ is defined in Eq. (5), and r1, rb, and ltr are defined

in Eq. (3).

A standard approach for blood flow monitoring with DCS in

this geometry is to derive g1ðτÞ from measurements of g2ðτÞ via
the Siegert relation. Then the semi-infinite correlation diffusion

solution [Eq. (6)] is fit to g1ðτÞ using a nonlinear minimization

algorithm [e.g., Nelder-Mead simplex direct search84 imple-

mented in MATLAB® (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts)],

and an estimate of the blood flow index (F) is obtained from

the fit. As discussed above, these homogeneous head models

do not distinguish cerebral hemodynamics from extracerebral

hemodynamics, therefore, they are susceptible to extracerebral

contamination.

3 Probe Pressure Modulation Algorithm for
Cerebral Blood Flow Monitoring with DCS

Here we introduce our pressure modulation algorithm to

separate cerebral blood flow from extracerebral artifacts. The

scheme employs DCS measurements of the brain tissues at

two probe pressures and two source-detector separations to

reduce extracerebral contamination in cerebral blood flow mon-

itoring. To distinguish extracerebral flow from cerebral flow, the

head is modeled as a two-layer medium,57,58,63,72 and the source-

detector separations are chosen such that detected light at the

long separation (e.g., ρs ¼ 3 cm) travels through both layers,

but detected light at the short separation (e.g., ρs ¼ 1 cm) is

predominantly confined to the extracerebral layer [Fig. 2(a)].

Underlying this approach is our previous work, which showed

that an increased probe pressure on the head is accompanied

by a decrease in extracerebral flow; cerebral blood flow, how-

ever, is unchanged by probe pressure variation.28 Thus, the

pressure-induced variation in the long-separation DCS signal

[e.g., Fig. 2(b)] is due only to changes in extracerebral flow. This

extracerebral flow change, in turn, is readily determined by the

pressure-induced change measured in the short DCS separation

signal [e.g., Fig. 2(c)], which can be analyzed using the semi-

infinite medium approximation [Eq. (6)].

We will show that the subject-specific relative contributions

of extracerebral and cerebral tissues to the long-separation DCS

signal can be determined from the measured pressure-induced

changes in the DCS signal at the long and short separations.

Importantly, this patient-specific calibration with pressure

modulation permits separation of the cerebral and extracerebral

blood flow components in all subsequent measurements.

The results derived in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2 are for the special

case of constant tissue absorption and tissue scattering. In prac-

tice, tissue scattering often remains roughly constant during

hemodynamic changes. Further, for many cerebral processes,

fractional changes in blood flow are substantially larger than

fractional changes in tissue absorption. For example, for the fin-

ger-tapping functional response,59 Fc∕F
0
c ∼ 1.5, μa;c∕μ

0
a;c ∼ 1.1

(at λ ¼ 785 nm); in this case, the flow contribution dominates

the DCS signal change.66 We derive results for the general case

wherein tissue absorption and scattering vary in Appendix A.

3.1 Two-Layer Modified Beer-Lambert Laws for
Flow at Long and Short Separations

To filter contamination from extracerebral tissues in blood flow

measurements of cerebral tissue, we use a two-layer modified

Beer-Lambert formulation for blood flow based on the DCS

measurement.66 In analogy with the DOS/NIRS modified

Beer-Lambert law,69,70,85 a DCS optical density for the long

and short source-detector separations at delay-time τ is defined

as OD
long
DCS≡−log½g2ðτ;ρlÞ−1� and ODshort

DCS≡−log½g2ðτ;ρsÞ−1�,
respectively. Here, g2ðτ; ρlÞ and g2ðτ; ρsÞ are the measured

long and short source-detector separation intensity autocorrela-

tion functions with cerebral and extracerebral DCS blood flow

indices Fc and Fec. Assuming constant tissue absorption and

scattering, the two-layer modified Beer-Lambert equations for

the long and short separations are66
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Fig. 2 (a) Two-layer tissue model of the head, which is composed of a semi-infinite bottom layer
(i.e., corresponding to the cortical regions of the brain) with a distinct blood flow index, absorption coef-
ficient, and reduced scattering coefficient of F c , μa;c , and μ 0

s;c , respectively, and a superficial top layer
(i.e., corresponding to extracerebral scalp and skull tissue) with thickness l, and distinct tissue properties
denoted by F ec , μa;ec , and μ 0

s;ec . The head is probed with a long source-detector separation, ρl (yellow
shading), and a short source-detector separation, ρs (red shading), and the probe pressure against the head
is varied. Increasing the probe pressure from P0 (blue curves) to P (red curves) induces a change in the
diffuse correlation spectroscopy (DCS) signal [g2ðτÞ] at both the long separation (b) and the short separation
(c). These signal changes arise entirely from pressure-induced changes in extracerebral flow.28
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ΔOD
long
DCS ≡ − log

	

g2ðτ; ρlÞ − 1

g02ðτ; ρlÞ − 1




¼ dF;cðτ; ρlÞΔFc þ dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFec; (7)

ΔODshort
DCS ≡ − log

	

g2ðτ; ρsÞ − 1

g02ðτ; ρsÞ − 1




¼ dF;ecðτ; ρsÞΔFec; (8)

where g02ðτ; ρlÞ and g02ðτ; ρsÞ are the baseline intensity autocor-

relation functions at the long and short separations with cerebral

and extracerebral DCS blood flow indices F0
c and F0

ec (note that

the superscript 0 indicates baseline). The differential changes

from baseline of cerebral and extracerebral blood flow are

ΔFc ≡ Fc − F0
c and ΔFec ≡ Fec − F0

ec, and the multiplicative

weighting factors dF;cðτ; ρlÞ ≡ ∂OD
long;0
DCS ∕∂Fc and dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ ≡

∂OD
long;0
DCS ∕∂Fec indicate the relative sensitivity of the long

separation DCS optical density variation to cerebral versus

extracerebral blood flow changes. For the short source-detector

separation, the sensitivity of DCS optical density variation to

extracerebral blood flow changes is dF;ecðτ; ρsÞ ≡ ∂ODshort;0
DCS ∕

∂Fec. In Eq. (8), we have made the assumption that the short

separation predominantly samples the extracerebral layer, and

hence, the short separation signal is not sensitive to cerebral

blood flow changes.

Solving the system of Eqs. (7) and (8) for ΔFc, we obtain

ΔFc ¼
1

dF;cðτ; ρlÞ

	

ΔOD
long
DCS −

dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ
dF;ecðτ; ρsÞ

ΔODshort
DCS




: (9)

Notice that Eq. (9) is a linearized implementation of the two-

layer head model (Fig. 2) that permits rapid monitoring of

cerebral blood flow changes in real time. This implementation

requires only one DCS delay-time τ for cerebral monitoring,

but to ameliorate sensitivity to noise, multiple delay-times can

also be used. In the latter case, Eq. (9) becomes a system of

linear equations, i.e., one equation for each delay-time, which

can be rapidly solved for ΔFc. Utilizing Eq. (9) in both the

single and multiple delay-time implementations requires knowl-

edge of dF;cðτ; ρlÞ and dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ∕dF;ecðτ; ρsÞ. A key result of

this paper is that these weighting factors evaluated at the base-

line tissue state can be estimated from initial DCS measurements

acquired during probe pressure modulation against the head.

3.2 Probe Pressure Modulation Calibration of
DCS Weighting Factors

A simple way to calibrate DCS for cerebral flow monitoring is to

acquire long and short source-detector separation DCS measure-

ments of the brain at two probe pressures (i.e., P and P0).

It is not necessary to know the exact magnitudes of the

probe pressures against the head. Further, the probe pressures

need not be large, nor should patient comfort be compromised.

The key for the modulation measurement is that the change

in probe pressure from P0 to P should induce a change in

extracerebral (i.e., scalp) blood flow. We recommend that

the baseline probe pressure, P0, be less than the venous

blood pressure in the scalp, Pv, to ensure adequate scalp per-

fusion. Then, to decrease scalp blood flow for DCS calibration,

the probe pressure needs to be increased to a value P > Pv

(Sec. 3.3).86 Thus, there are a broad range of pressures that

can be used to calibrate DCS.

3.2.1 Determination of dF ;ecðτ; ρl Þ∕dF ;ecðτ; ρsÞ

Recall that probe pressure modulation against the head affects

extracerebral blood flow, but not cerebral blood flow,28 i.e.,

ΔFc ¼ 0 from probe pressure changes. Thus, the equations

governing DCS measurements acquired at two different probe

pressures, Eqs. (7) and (8), simplify to

ΔOD
long;P
DCS ≡ − log

	

gP2 ðτ; ρlÞ − 1

g02ðτ; ρlÞ − 1




¼ dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFP
ec;

(10)

ΔODshort;P
DCS ≡ − log

	

gP2 ðτ; ρsÞ − 1

g02ðτ; ρsÞ − 1




¼ dF;ecðτ; ρsÞΔFP
ec:

(11)

Here gP2 ðτ; ρlÞ and gP2 ðτ; ρsÞ are the long and short separation

intensity autocorrelation functions acquired at pressure P

wherein the cerebral and extracerebral flow indices are F0
c and

FP
ec, and ΔF

P
ec ≡ FP

ec − F0
ec is the pressure induced extracerebral

flow change. Dividing Eq. (10) by Eq. (11) enables direct meas-

urement of the ratio dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ∕dF;ecðτ; ρsÞ, i.e.,

dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ
dF;ecðτ; ρsÞ

¼ ΔOD
long;P
DCS

ΔODshort;P
DCS

: (12)

Substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (9), we obtain

ΔFc ¼
1

dF;cðτ;ρlÞ

	

ΔOD
long
DCS −

ΔOD
long;P
DCS

ΔODshort;P
DCS

ΔODshort
DCS




: (13)

Notice that all of the terms within the square brackets above are

derived from measurements. To the extent that the two-layer

model (Fig. 2) accurately models the head, cerebral blood flow

monitoring, as obtained from Eq. (13) (i.e., ΔFc), is not affected

by extracerebral blood flow changes. The only assumptions

used to derive Eq. (13) are that the probe pressure modulation

has no effect on cerebral blood flow and that the tissue absorp-

tion and scattering remain constant. In Appendix A, Eq. (13) is

extended to the more general case wherein tissue absorption and

scattering can change, i.e., see Eq. (31). For accurate measure-

ments of the absolute magnitude of the cerebral blood flow

change, knowledge of dF;cðτ; ρlÞ is also required.

3.2.2 Determination of the weighting factor dF ;cðτ; ρl Þ

As we described previously,66 the multiplicative weighting fac-

tor dF;cðτ; ρlÞ is readily computed numerically from the appro-

priate derivative of the two-layer correlation diffusion solution

(G1).
63,72

dF;cðτ;ρlÞ≡
∂OD

long;0
DCS

∂Fc

¼2
∂

∂Fc

f−log½G0
1ðτ;ρlÞ�g;

≈
2

ΔFc

log

	

G1ðτ;ρl;F0
c−ΔFc∕2;F

0
ec;μ

0
a;c;μ

0
a;ec;μ

00
s;c;μ

00
s;ec;lÞ

G1ðτ;ρl;F0
cþΔFc∕2;F

0
ec;μ

0
a;c;μ

0
a;ec;μ

00
s;c;μ

00
s;ec;lÞ




;

(14)

whereΔFc∕F
0
c ¼ 10−5. Evaluating Eq. (14) requires knowledge

of the extracerebral layer thickness (l), the baseline flow levels
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(F0
c, F

0
ec), and baseline tissue optical properties (μ0a;c, μ

0
a;ec,

μ 00
s;c, μ

00
s;ec).

Ideally, the extracerebral layer thickness is known from a pri-

ori anatomical information [e.g., from magnetic resonance im-

aging (MRI), computed tomography, x-ray, or ultrasound], and

the baseline tissue optical properties are measured with concur-

rent frequency-domain or time-domain DOS/NIRS.61,62,64,87,88

Then estimates of F0
c and F

0
ec are determined by simultaneously

fitting the long-separation intensity autocorrelation curves mea-

sured at two pressures [i.e., g02ðτ; ρlÞ and gP2 ðτ; ρlÞ] to the two-

layer correlation diffusion solution.63,72 Important constraints

used in this fit are that cerebral blood flow is the same for both

probe pressures, i.e., ΔFP
c ¼ 0, and that the pressure-induced

fractional extracerebral blood flow change, ΔFP
ec∕F

0
ec, is deter-

mined from the short-separation measurements [i.e., g02ðτ; ρsÞ,
gP2 ðτ; ρsÞ] via semi-infinite methods (Sec. 2). These constraints,

facilitated by the pressure calibration data, render the nonlinear

optimization in the fit more tractable and less sensitive to noise.

If it is not feasible to measure baseline tissue optical proper-

ties concurrently, then they can be assumed based on published

cerebral/extracerebral measurements in the literature.25,60,64,89

Further, for some patients, a priori anatomical information may

not be available; in this case, the extracerebral layer thickness, l,

could be a third free parameter in the two-layer fit. Although

fitting for three free parameters instead of two makes the fit

more susceptible to noise and cross-talk, the fitting constraints

provided by pressure calibration still enable reasonable esti-

mates of F0
c, F

0
ec, and l to be derived.

An implicit assumption of this approach is that l does not

change with increasing probe pressure. To assess the validity of

this assumption, we made a simple calculation of the scalp thick-

ness variation using the Young’s modulus for adipose tissue.90

Assuming a typical scalp thickness of 2 mm,91 the maximal

probe pressure change of 25 mm Hg induces a 0.4 mm decrease

in scalp thickness, which is <3% of a typical extracerebral layer

thickness (e.g., 1.2 cm). Such a small thickness change has a

negligible effect on the DCS signal modeled by the two-layer

model (i.e., <1%). Consequentially, the constant l assumption

is reasonable for the range of pressures employed.

As an aside, we have explored the utility of an alternative

approach that uses short separation data to fit the semi-infinite

correlation diffusion solution to g02ðτ; ρsÞ for F0
ec and to g

P
2 ðτ; ρsÞ

for FP
ec (see Sec. 2). When using these absolute extracerebral

flow indices as constraints in the two-layer fit to the long-sep-

aration data, only two free parameters (F0
c, l) remain to be fitted

instead of three (F0
c, F

0
ec, l). However, the absolute extracere-

bral flow indices are sensitive to errors in extracerebral tissue

optical properties,92 source-detector separation, head curvature,

and heterogeneities within the scalp. Thus, from our experience,

the first approach that utilizes robust fractional extracerebral

flow change measurements is more reliable than the scheme

that uses absolute extracerebral flow.

Fig. 3 Flow chart of probe pressure modulation algorithm for cerebral blood flow monitoring (ΔF c ) with
DCS. In the “calibration stage,” baseline long- and short-separation intensity autocorrelation functions
measured at probe pressure P0 [g0

2
ðτ; ρl Þ, g0

2
ðτ; ρsÞ] and at probe pressure P > P0 [gP

2
ðτ; ρl Þ, gP

2
ðτ; ρsÞ]

are used to evaluate “DCS calibration term 1” [Eq. (12)]. F 0
c , F

0
ec , and l are extracted from a simultaneous

fit of g0

2
ðτ; ρl Þ and gP

2
ðτ; ρl Þ to the two-layer correlation diffusion model (see Sec. 3.2.2), enabling numeri-

cal evaluation of “DCS calibration term 2” [Eq. (14)]. In the “monitoring stage,” the DCS calibration terms 1
and 2 are employed to convert subsequent measurements of differential long- and short source-detector
separation DCS optical density changes, i.e., ΔOD

long
DCS [Eq. (7)] and ΔODshort

DCS [Eq. (8)], to differential
cerebral flow changes via Eq. (13). Note that the baseline used for the calibration stage and for the mon-
itoring stage is the same. Finally, for this paper, we utilize delay times satisfying the limit g0

2
ðτ; ρl Þ > 1.25

to solve Eq. (13).
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3.3 Summary

Figure 3 is a flow chart depicting the steps in the probe pressure

modulation algorithm for filtering superficial tissue contamina-

tion in cerebral flow monitoring with DCS. In the “calibration

stage” of the algorithm, intensity autocorrelation measurements

at two probe pressures and two source-detector separations

are used to compute the ratio dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ∕dF;ecðτ; ρsÞ (“DCS

calibration term 1”) and the long-separation weighting factor

dF;cðτ; ρlÞ (“DCS calibration term 2”). These calibration

terms are then employed in the “monitoring stage” to permit

the rapid estimation of cerebral flow changes (ΔFc). To obtain

the fractional cerebral flow change from baseline, we simply

divide ΔFc by the baseline cerebral flow index, F0
c, obtained

in the calibration stage.

In the calibration stage, a broad range of probe pressures

will work, but not every set of probe pressures is useful. To

understand why, note that scalp flow at baseline is driven by

the blood pressure gradient Pa − Pv, where Pa is the inlet

arterial blood pressure supplying the scalp and Pv is the outlet

venous blood pressure draining the scalp. The probe pressure

against the head controls the local extravascular tissue pressure,

Pt. Increasing the probe pressure increases Pt, but if Pt remains

less than Pv, then the pressure gradient driving scalp flow is still

approximately Pa − Pv, and scalp flow remains constant.86

When Pt exceeds Pv, the outlet venous pressure increases to

Pt (e.g., via vasoconstriction) to keep vessels from collapsing,93

and the pressure gradient driving flow is Pa − Pt. At pressures

Pt > Pa, vessels collapse and flow ceases. Especially for long-

term flow monitoring, the baseline probe pressure P0 should

be less than Pv to ensure adequate scalp perfusion. Then to tem-

porarily change scalp blood flow for DCS calibration, the probe

pressure P must exceed Pv. For practical signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) levels obtained on the head, we found that a calibration

probe pressure that exceeds Pv by at least 5 mm Hg ensures

the pressure-induced change in the DCS signal is above the

noise. In our measurement on a healthy adult subject, Pv was

∼15 mmHg, but remember that Pv depends on several factors

(e.g., blood pressure, posture).

3.4 Correlation Noise Sensitivity

The probe pressure modulation scheme depicted in Fig. 3 is a

fast, patient-specific implementation of the two-layer model

for cerebral flow monitoring. One difficulty that we must

deal with concerns a high sensitivity to noise in the correlation

measurement, especially at short delay-times. This sensitivity

arises from the fact that correlation noise is largest at short

delay-times,94 while the DCS optical density perturbations

are typically small at short delay-times. Combined, these oppos-

ing trends with decreasing delay-time imply that the measured

DCS optical density perturbations can be affected by both

correlation noise and flow change signals under nonoptimal

measurement conditions. To better understand these effects,

consider a key step in the algorithm wherein DCS calibration

term 1 [Eq. (12)] is computed and wherein a choice of

delay-time must be made. The perturbation ΔOD
long;P
DCS at

short τ is less sensitive to the superficial blood flow changes

induced by probe pressure modulation; this is because the

rapid decay of the temporal autocorrelation signal at short τ

is primarily due to long light paths that spend less time in super-

ficial tissues. By contrast, the short light paths contribute to

slow decay of the autocorrelation function (i.e., at long τ).25,95

The choice of τ must, therefore, weight these effects. Computa-

tion of calibration term 1 at very short τ is prone to correlation

noise and can lead to a significant systematic error in subsequent

cerebral flow monitoring via Eq. (13).

Another noise-related issue that can arise is due to the fact

that the autocorrelation signals at the long and short source-

detector separations decay at substantially different rates. For

example, at delay-times where the long-separation signal has

decayed significantly, the short-separation signal has typically

decayed much less. At these delay-times, the differences in

short-separation decays induced by extracerebral flow changes

are thus less pronounced than they are at longer delay-times,

which means the measurement of ΔODshort
DCS can be adversely

affected by correlation noise.

We have identified an alternate approach for data analyses

that helps to handle issues of correlation noise. The basic

idea is to solve Eq. (7) directly for ΔFc∶

ΔFc ¼
1

dF;cðτ; ρlÞ
½ΔODlong

DCS − dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFec�: (15)

Here, dF;cðτ; ρlÞ is given by Eq. (14), dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ ≡ ∂ODshort;0
DCS ∕

∂Fec is given by the extracerebral analogue of Eq. (14), and

ΔFec is obtained from short-separation measurements via

semi-infinite techniques (Sec. 2). Pressure variation is still

used in the implementation of Eq. (15) via the two-layer fit

for F0
c, F

0
ec, and l (Fig. 3). These baseline properties are inputs

for determination of dF;cðτ; ρlÞ and dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ. Finally, to

derive the extracerebral flow change, we use the relation

ΔFec ¼ F0
ec × rFec, where rFec ≡ ΔFec∕F

0
ec is the fractional

extracerebral flow change obtained from fitting the semi-infinite

model to the short-separation autocorrelation curves. We have

found that, on one hand, Eq. (15) is less sensitive to correlation

noise, but, on the other hand, it is more reliant for the accuracy

of the baseline tissue properties for filtering superficial tissue

contamination. Thus, this approach is something that should

be considered for analysis but may not be optimal.

4 Pressure Modulation Algorithm for
Cerebral Blood Flow Monitoring:
Practical Example

The purpose of this section is to provide an illustrative and

explicit example of how the pressure modulation algorithm

could be used in clinical practice. Here we consider cerebral

blood flow monitoring during head-of-bed (HOB) position

changes of stroke patients20,21 (Fig. 4). This study has already

been carried out without pressure modulation. Briefly, to maxi-

mize perfusion at the ischemic core and the surrounding penum-

bra, flat HOB positioning [Fig. 4(b)] is often used in the clinic.

In practice, changing the HOB angle from a baseline position

of 30 deg. [Fig. 4(a)] to a flat position of 0 deg increases blood

flow in the majority of patients. However, in a significant

minority of patients (25%), a paradoxical decrease in flow

was observed.20,21 Thus, though the modulation scheme has

not as yet been utilized in practice, optical cerebral flow mon-

itoring with the probe pressure modulation algorithm holds

potential for better characterization and optimization of HOB

position on a patient-by-patient basis.

In the future, clinicians would carry out the following

procedure. To determine cerebral flow changes induced by

HOB position changes, the first step is a calibration stage that

acquires long and short source-detector separation intensity
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autocorrelation measurements at the 30 deg HOB position with

a probe pressure P (e.g., P ¼ 20 mmHg) applied against the

scalp, i.e., gP2 ðτ; ρlÞ, gP2 ðτ; ρsÞ. The next step (step 2) of the

calibration process is to decrease the probe pressure against

the scalp to P0 (e.g., P0 ¼ 5 mmHg), and at this new probe

pressure (P0) and the same 30 deg HOB position, the clinician

should acquire a second set of long and short source-detector

separation intensity autocorrelation measurements, i.e., g02ðτ;
ρlÞ, g02ðτ; ρsÞ. Using these two sets of measurements, we then

compute DCS calibration terms 1 and 2 from Fig. 3. These

calibration terms will then be employed in the monitoring

stage to determine cerebral flow changes from baseline (Fig. 3).

Continuing with our example, we change the HOB position

from 30 to 0 deg, and acquire g2ðτ; ρlÞ and g2ðτ; ρsÞ, which are

the long and short source-detector separation autocorrelation

measurements at the 0 deg HOB position (i.e., the perturbed

state). The cerebral flow change due to the HOB change, i.e.,

ΔFc ≡ Fcð0 degÞ − F0
cð30 degÞ, is given by Eq. (13).

To the extent that the two-layer model accurately models the

head, the cerebral flow changes calculated in this manner will be

less sensitive to blood flow in superficial (extracerebral) tissues.

Of course, the two-layer model approximates the head as a spa-

tially uniform superficial tissue layer above a semi-infinite cer-

ebral layer. In practical measurements of the head, interference

from superficial tissues in cerebral monitoring is sometimes spa-

tially inhomogeneous across the surface of the scalp.33,96 One

way to reduce error from these superficial heterogeneities is

to probe the superficial tissue volume above the cerebral region

of interest with multiple short source-detector separations, as

shown in Fig. 4(c). It is straightforward to extend the probe pres-

sure modulation algorithm to handle multiple short separations.

In our measurements (to be discussed below), we followed the

steps outlined in Fig. 3 for each short separation separately in

order to obtain an estimate of the cerebral flow change. We then

averaged the two estimates of ΔFc obtained from the two short

separations. This averaging was not strictly necessary in our

measurements, since we generally found the short-separation

signals to be the same within our signal-to-noise.

5 Probe Pressure Modulation Algorithm for
Oxygenation Monitoring with Diffuse
Optical or Near-Infrared Spectroscopy

In Sec. 3, we developed a probe pressure modulation paradigm

for DCS that filters contamination from superficial tissues in

cerebral blood flow measurements. An analogous probe pres-

sure modulation scheme can be used to calibrate continuous-

wave DOS/NIRS for monitoring cerebral oxy-hemoglobin

(HbOc) and deoxy-hemoglobin (HbRc) concentrations. This

scheme also employs a two-layer modified Beer-Lambert

framework.

5.1 Two-Layer Modified Beer-Lambert Laws for
Absorption at Long and Short Separations

DOS/NIRS measurements of light intensity are made at a long

source–detector separation, IðρlÞ, and a short source–detector

separation, IðρsÞ. Using a two-layer model of the head, the

DOS/NIRS two-layer modified Beer-Lambert law analogues

of Eqs. (7) and (8) are57,85

ΔODlong ≡ − log

	

IðρlÞ
I0ðρlÞ




¼ LcðρlÞΔμa;c þ LecðρlÞΔμa;ec;

(16)

ΔODshort ≡ − log

	

IðρsÞ
I0ðρsÞ




¼ LecðρsÞΔμa;ec: (17)

The cerebral and extracerebral tissue absorption and reduced

scattering coefficients that give rise to the measured intensities

IðρlÞ and IðρsÞ are μa;c, μa;ec, μ 0
s;c, and μ 0

s;ec, respectively.

Similarly, at the baseline measured intensities I0ðρlÞ and

I0ðρsÞ, the baseline cerebral and extracerebral tissue absorption

and reduced scattering coefficients are μ0a;c, μ0a;ec, μ 00
s;c, and

μ 00
s;ec, respectively. The differential changes of cerebral and

extracerebral absorption from baseline are Δμa;c ≡ μa;c − μ0a;c
and Δμa;ec ≡ μa;ec − μ0a;ec; for simplicity, tissue scattering will

be assumed to be constant in this treatment. Finally, the partial

pathlengths LcðρlÞ≡∂ODlong;0∕∂μa;c, LecðρlÞ≡∂ODlong;0∕∂μa;ec,
and LecðρsÞ ≡ ∂ODshort;0∕∂μa;ec are the mean pathlengths that

the detected light travels through the cerebral (c) and extracere-

bral (ec) layers.57,58,85 If the short source–detector separation is

comparable to the extracerebral layer thickness, it is reasonable

to assume that detected light from the short separation does not

sample the brain, and consequentially, LcðρsÞ ¼ 0 and LecðρsÞ
is approximately the semi-infinite differential pathlength given

by Eq. (2).

Following steps analogous to those outlined for flow

monitoring in Sec. 3, probe pressure modulation can be used

to calibrate DOS/NIRS for cerebral absorption monitoring

(see Appendix B), i.e.,

Δμa;c ¼
1

LcðρlÞ

	

ΔODlong −
ΔODlong;P

ΔODshort;P
ΔODshort




: (18)

Fig. 4 Head-of-bed positioning at (a) the baseline condition of 30 deg and (b) the perturbed condition of
0 deg (flat). (c) Schematic of two-layer geometry of the head probed with a long separation, ρl , and two
short separations, ρs . The downward and upward pointing arrows indicate DCS source and detector
positions, respectively.
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Here, ΔODlong;P and ΔODshort;P are the long and short separa-

tion changes in optical density induced by the probe pressure

change ΔP ¼ P − P0, and LcðρlÞ is calculated by numerically

computing the derivative of the continuous-wave two-layer

photon diffusion Green’s function, ΦðρlÞ,44,88 evaluated with

the baseline tissue optical properties:

LcðρlÞ¼
∂

∂μa;c
f−log½Φ0ðρlÞ�g

≈
1

Δμa;c
log

	

Φðρl;μ0a;c−Δμa;c∕2;μ0a;ec;μ00s;c;μ00s;ec;lÞ
Φðρl;μ0a;cþΔμa;c∕2;μ

0
a;ec;μ

00
s;c;μ

00
s;ec;lÞ




;

(19)

where Δμa;c∕μ
0
a;c ¼ 10−5. The Green’s function ΦðρlÞ can be

evaluated using the analytical two-layer solution, or it can

also be evaluated numerically using Monte Carlo techniques.46

Figure 5 is a flow chart summarizing the DOS pressure

modulation algorithm for monitoring cerebral absorption changes.

Note that this algorithm can be generalized for monitoring with

multiple short separations in a manner exactly analogous to that

described in Sec. 4.

5.2 Multispectral Diffuse Optical or Near-Infrared
Spectroscopy Cerebral Absorption
Measurements Enable Hemoglobin Monitoring

The cerebral tissue absorption coefficient depends linearly on

the concentrations of tissue chromophores. With NIR light,

changes in cerebral absorption predominantly arise from changes

in cerebral oxygenated hemoglobin (HbOc) and deoxygenated

hemoglobin (HbRc) concentrations, such that5

Δμa;cðρl; λÞ ≈ εHbOðλÞΔHbOc þ εHbRðλÞΔHbRc: (20)

Here, εHbOðλÞ and εHbRðλÞ are wavelength-dependent extinction
coefficients for oxygenated hemoglobin and deoxygenated

hemoglobin, which are both known and tabulated as a function

of wavelength λ,74 and ΔHbOc and ΔHbRc are differential

changes in cerebral oxygenated and deoxygenated hemoglobin

concentration from baseline. For multispectral cerebral absorp-

tion monitoring with Eq. (18), Eq. (20) becomes a system of

equations, i.e., one equation for each wavelength, which can

then be solved for ΔHbOc and ΔHbRc. A minimum of two

wavelengths is required to solve for these two chromophores.

Finally, the baseline cerebral hemoglobin concentrations

HbO0
c and HbR0

c can be calculated from multispectral measure-

ments of μ0a;cðλÞ, which in turn enables the computation of

cerebral tissue oxygen saturation, StO2;c.
5

StO2;c ¼
HbO0

c þ ΔHbOc

HbO0
c þ HbR0

c þ ΔHbOc þ ΔHbRc

:

As many researchers have discussed, combining DOS/NIRS

measurements of StO2;c with DCS measurements of cerebral

blood flow (Fc) permits monitoring of cerebral oxygen

metabolism.14,15

Fig. 5 Flow chart of probe pressure modulation algorithm for cerebral tissue absorption monitoring
(Δμa;c ) with diffuse optical or near-infrared spectroscopy (DOS/NIRS). In the “calibration stage,” baseline
long and short source-detector separation intensities measured at probe pressure P0 [I0ðρl Þ, I0ðρsÞ] and
at probe pressure P > P0 [IP ðρl Þ, IP ðρsÞ] are used to evaluate “DOS calibration term 1.” “DOS calibration
term 2” is the numerical evaluation of Lcðρl Þ [Eq. (19)], which requires knowledge of the baseline tissue
optical properties and the extracerebral layer thickness (l). Ideally, these baseline tissue properties are
measured (see Sec. 3.2.2). In the “monitoring stage,” the DOS calibration terms 1 and 2 are employed to
convert subsequent measurements of differential long and short source-detector separation optical den-
sity changes, i.e., ΔODlong [Eq. (16)] and ΔODshort [Eq. (17)], to differential cerebral absorption changes
via Eq. (18). Note that the baseline used for the calibration stage and for the monitoring stage is the same.
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6 Experimental Methods

We have successfully applied the pressure modulation algo-

rithms described to both simulated data with noise and to

in vivo measurements in healthy adult volunteers that measure

cerebral hemodynamic changes. Each of the two adults mea-

sured provided written consent, and all protocols/procedures

were approved by the institutional review board at the

University of Pennsylvania. One adult sat comfortably while

we acquired data at several different probe pressures against

the scalp, i.e., in order to induce graded scalp ischemia. As dis-

cussed above, probe pressure modulation changes extracerebral

flow, but cerebral flow remains constant.28 The second adult was

asked to do a finger-tapping task, which induces a localized cer-

ebral blood flow increase in the motor cortex along with a more

global extracerebral flow increase (from systemic effects).13,27,29

The instrumentation used for the in vivo measurements are

described in Appendix C, and the measurement protocols are

explained in Secs. 6.2 and 6.3. We first discuss the generation

of simulated data.

6.1 Simulated Data

For light wavelength λ ¼ 785 nm, we generated simulated

intensity autocorrelation functions (DCS) and light intensities

(DOS/NIRS) at source-detector separations of ρl ¼ 3 cm and

ρs ¼ 0.7 cm for two types of hemodynamic perturbations.

Simulated DCS data sets were obtained for the special cases

of (1) varying cerebral flow while extracerebral flow remains

constant and (2) varying extracerebral flow while cerebral flow

remains constant. Similarly, simulated DOS/NIRS intensity data

sets were obtained for the special cases of (1) varying cerebral

absorption while extracerebral absorption remains constant and

(2) varying extracerebral absorption while cerebral absorption

remains constant. The simulated intensity autocorrelation func-

tions were generated from two-layer solutions of the correla-

tion diffusion equation 63,72 with added correlation noise.94

Simulated DOS/NIRS intensities were generated from two-

layer solutions of the photon diffusion equation 44,88 with

added Gaussian noise.

Baseline tissue optical properties and tissue blood flow levels

in the simulated data were chosen to be representative of the

head, i.e., μ0a;c ¼ 0.16, μ0a;ec ¼ 0.12, μ 00
s;c ¼ 6, μ 00

s;ec ¼ 10 cm−1;

F0
c ¼ 1.4 × 10−8, F0

ec ¼ 1.4 × 10−9 cm2∕s; l ¼ 1.2 cm [see

Fig. 2; optical properties from Ref. 60, extracerebral flow from

Ref. 28, cerebral to extracerebral flow ratio from Ref. 97, and

the extracerebral layer thickness from averaging across MRI

measurements in nine adult volunteers (Durduran et al., unpub-

lished)]. In the DCS simulations, tissue optical properties

remained constant, and the added correlation noise was derived

from a correlation noise model94 evaluated at DCS photon count

rates of 50 and 100 kHz for the long and short source-detector

separations, respectively, and an integration time of 2.5 s.

The DCS signals for each pair of cerebral and extracerebral

flow levels in the data sets were obtained by averaging across

N ¼ 100 simulated autocorrelation functions with noise.

Finally, to simulate an increased probe pressure during the cal-

ibration stage of the measurement (Fig. 3), the extracerebral

blood flow was decreased by 30% from baseline.

In the DOS/NIRS simulations, tissue optical scattering

remained constant, and the added light intensity noise was

derived from a Gaussian noise model (SNR ≡ μ∕σ ¼ 100). The

DOS/NIRS signal for each pair of cerebral and extracerebral

tissue absorption coefficients in the data sets was obtained

by averaging across N ¼ 100 simulated intensities, and the

extracerebral tissue absorption was decreased by 15% from

baseline to simulate the increased probe pressure during the

calibration stage (Fig. 5).

6.2 Graded Scalp Ischemia Protocol

First, absolute baseline optical properties over the subject’s left

forehead were measured with a multiple-distance frequency-

domain technique.77,78 Specifically, a commercial frequency-

domain ISS Imagent (ISS Medical, Champaign, Illinois) was

connected to a multiple-distance probe (ISS Medical, ρ ¼ 2,

2.5, 3, 3.5 cm). Prior to the forehead measurement, the instru-

ment was first calibrated on a solid silicon phantom (ISSMedical)

with known optical properties.77,78 We used these measurements

of the bulk average optical properties over the sampled tissue

volume for both the cerebral and extracerebral layers.

Then as the subject sat comfortably, an optical probe

[Fig. 4(c)] with one long separation (ρl ¼ 3.0 cm) and two

short separations (ρs ¼ 1.0 cm) was placed on the subject’s left

forehead and secured with a blood pressure arm cuff (Soma

Technology, Bloomfield, Connecticut) wound around the

head [Fig. 6(a)]. The pressure cuff was inflated and maintained

at the desired air pressure with a Zimmer ATS-1500 tourniquet

system (Zimmer Inc., Warsaw, Indiana). DCS measurements

were acquired at five different probe pressures against the

scalp (i.e., five different extracerebral blood flow levels) ranging

from 15 to 40 mm Hg [Fig. 6(b)]. Here, the calculation of

cerebral flow involved averaging over the measured signals

as described in Sec. 4.

6.3 Finger-Tapping Protocol

Throughout the finger-tapping measurement, the subject lay

supine on a bed. As with the scalp ischemia measurement

Fibers

Continuous DCS acquisition (0.2 Hz)

7.5 min
Blood pressure

cuff

15
mm Hg

20
mm Hg

25
mm Hg

30
mm Hg

40
mm Hg

70 s 70 s 70 s 70 s 70 s

(b)(a)

Absolute
and ’

meas.

µ µa s • • •

60 s

Fig. 6 Cerebral blood flow monitoring during graded scalp ischemia. (a) A blood pressure cuff wound
around the head was used to uniformly adjust the pressure of the optical probe against the forehead.
(b) DCS measurements were made at five different probe pressures against the scalp.
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(Sec. 6.2), the subject’s baseline optical properties over the

motor cortex [Fig. 7(a)] were measured first. Then, the cerebral

blood flow response to finger-tapping was monitored with a

DCS optical probe (ρl ¼ 3.0 cm, ρs ¼ 1.0 cm). The probe was

secured over the motor cortex [Fig. 7(a)] with double-sided

medical tape (3M 1509, Converters Inc., Huntingdon Valley,

Pennsylvania) and an all-cotton elastic bandage wound around

the head. The subject’s heart rate was also monitored in parallel

with a pulse oximeter (Radical TM, Masimo, Irvine, California)

attached to the subject’s left index finger.

With the probe in place, an initial pressure calibration (Fig. 3)

was performed by gently pressing down on the probe with the

palm of the hand, as depicted in Fig. 7(b). Then the subject

executed five finger-tapping trials consisting of 40 s intervals

of finger-tapping separated by 60 s rest intervals [Fig. 7(b)].

During finger-tapping, the subject tapped all four fingers of

the right hand against the thumb at 3 Hz, in time with an audible

cuing signal provided by a metronome.

7 Results

7.1 Validation with Simulated Data

We tested the pressure modulation algorithms (Figs. 3 and 5) on

the simulated data sets described in Sec. 6.1. The cerebral blood

flow and tissue absorption changes computed with the pressure

modulation algorithms are compared to the semi-infinite blood

flow and tissue absorption changes (Sec. 2) in Fig. 8. Note that

in the flow pressure modulation algorithm, we utilized 42 delay

times ranging from τ ¼ 0.2 to τ ¼ 35 μs to evaluate Eq. (13) for

ΔFc. All delay times satisfied the limit g02ðτ; ρlÞ > 1.25.

Since the short separation measurements predominantly

sample the extracerebral layer, the semi-infinite hemodynamic

changes obtained from the short-separation data agree well

with the true extracerebral hemodynamic changes. For the 14

extracerebral changes spanning 50 to 100% in Fig. 8(b), the per-

cent error in the fractional extracerebral flow change is −1.1�
0.7% (mean� SD), and the percent error in the fractional

extracerebral absorption change [Fig. 8(d)] is 1� 6%. The

long separation measurements, however, sample both cerebral

and extracerebral tissues.

Substantial signal contamination from the extracerebral

tissues induced significant errors in the long-separation semi-

infinite estimates of cerebral flow and absorption (Fig. 8). The

pressure modulation algorithms successfully filtered much of

this extracerebral contamination from the measured signals and

led to the recovery of cerebral hemodynamics with higher accu-

racy (Fig. 8). More quantitatively, the percent error [mean� SD

across the 14 cerebral changes spanning −50 to 100% in

Fig. 8(a)] in the cerebral flow computed with the pressure

algorithm was −6� 11%, while the percent error in cerebral

blood flow computed with the semi-infinite model (ρl separa-

tion) was −68� 2%. Similarly, percent errors in the cerebral

absorption [Fig. 8(c)] computed with the pressure algorithm

and with the semi-infinite model are −8� 24 and −82� 5%,

respectively.

Interestingly, comparing Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) with Figs. 8(c)

and 8(d), it is evident that the semi-infinite DOS/NIRS calcu-

lation is less sensitive to the brain than the semi-infinite

DCS calculation.25,66 For example, the semi-infinite DOS/NIRS

calculation (ρl separation) in Fig. 8(d) more closely resembles

the extracerebral changes (−3� 5%) than the semi-infinite DCS

calculation in Fig. 8(b) (−34� 2%).

7.2 Validation with Graded Scalp Ischemia

As described in Sec. 6.2, we acquired DCS measurements on

the forehead of a healthy adult volunteer during graded scalp

ischemia. The subject’s baseline cerebral flow, extracerebral

flow, and extracerebral layer thickness obtained from the cali-

bration stage of the pressure modulation algorithm were F0
c ¼

4.53 × 10−8 cm2∕s, F0
ec¼2.23×10−9 cm2∕s, and l ¼ 1.35 cm,

respectively [Fig. 9(a)]. Further, the baseline DCS photon count

rates for the long and short separations were 35 and 170 kHz,

and the measured baseline optical properties over the forehead

at λ ¼ 785 nm are μ0a ¼ 0.12 and μ 00
s ¼ 8 cm−1. We then moni-

tored cerebral blood flow at several different probe pressures

against the head using the DCS pressure modulation algorithm

and the semi-infinite model [Fig. 9(b)].

The extracerebral blood flow determined from applying

the semi-infinite model to the short-separation data decreased

steeply with increasing probe pressure, until it was close to

zero at P ¼ 40 mmHg. Importantly, the long-separation

Nasion

Inion

Preaurical
point

Vertex

C3

Fibers

FT
1

Increased
probe
pressure

• • •
FT
2

FT
5

40 s 40 s 40 s

40 s60 s 60 s60 s

Continuous DCS acquisition (0.2 Hz)

10 min
(b)(a)

60%

40%

Absolute
and ’

meas.

µ µa s

• • •

Heart rate monitoring (pulse ox)

Fig. 7 Cerebral blood flow monitoring during functional activation. (a) To measure the cerebral blood flow
response to finger-tapping (FT), a DCS optical probe (ρl ¼ 3.0, ρs ¼ 1.0 cm) was secured over the hand
knob area of the motor cortex, which is slightly anterior to the C3 position in the 10-20 EEG coordinate
system.98 The C3 position lies 2∕5 of the distance between the vertex and the preaurical point (i.e., 3 to
4 cm down from vertex), and the vertex is the halfway point on the curve connecting the nasion to the
inion (17 to 18 cm from nasion). The subject’s heart rate was also monitored with a pulse oximeter.
(b) Schematic showing the timeline of the FT measurement. The subject did five blocks of FT (i.e., tap-
ping all four fingers of the right hand against the thumb) at 3 Hz. Prior to FT, baseline absolute optical
properties were measured over the probe location depicted in (a) (see main text); the probe pressure was
temporarily increased by gently pressing down on the probes with the palm of the hand.
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semi-infinite estimate of cerebral blood flow also decreased

substantially with increasing probe pressure, though not as

severely as the extracerebral flow. This apparent change in

cerebral flow is due to extracerebral contamination in the

long-separation signal from the pressure-induced extracere-

bral flow changes. The DCS pressure modulation algorithm,

however, successfully filtered the extracerebral contamination

from the long-separation signal; the computed cerebral flow

was not affected by probe pressure changes.

Note that for the calculations in this section, the formulation

of Sec. 3.4 with multiple delay-times [i.e., 40 delay-times

spanning 0.4 to 17.6 μs that satisfy g02ðτ; ρlÞ > 1.25] for the

DCS pressure modulation algorithm was used to obtain the

red curve in Fig. 9(b). Further, pressure-induced extracerebral

absorption changes, determined from the short-separation signal

intensity changes via Eq. (17), were incorporated into the com-

putation of cerebral flow [e.g., Eq. (26)]. Note also that increas-

ing the probe pressure from baseline to 40 mm Hg decreased

μa;ec by 25%; cerebral flow monitoring with the DCS pressure

modulation algorithm wherein constant absorption is assumed

[i.e., Eq. (15)] resulted in an erroneously calculated increase

in cerebral flow of 10% at 40 mm Hg.

7.3 Validation with In Vivo Finger-Tapping Data

In the second in vivo test, we used the DCS pressure modulation

algorithm (Fig. 3) to measure the cerebral flow increase induced

by the finger-tapping task in a healthy volunteer (Sec. 6.3). The

measured baseline optical properties over the motor cortex at

λ ¼ 785 nm were μ0a ¼ 0.12 and μ 00
s ¼ 8 cm−1, the baseline

DCS photon count rates for the long and short separations

were 18 and 140 kHz, and the baseline heart rate was 72 bpm.

In the calibration stage of this measurement, probe pressure

was increased by manually pressing down on the probe with the

palm of the hand instead of using a blood pressure cuff wrapped

around the head. The subject’s baseline cerebral flow, extracere-

bral flow, and extracerebral layer thickness obtained from

the two-layer fit were F0
c ¼ 1.95 × 10−8 cm2∕s, F0

ec ¼ 3.08 ×

10−9 cm2∕s, and l ¼ 1.05 cm, respectively [Fig. 10(a)]. The

average cerebral flow, extracerebral flow, and heart rate

responses induced by finger-tapping (N ¼ 5 trials) are plotted

against time in Fig. 10(b). For comparison, the average semi-

infinite flow response for the long separation is also plotted.

Notice that the cerebral flow rapidly increases to a steady-

state value of 30% within 5 s of the start of finger-tapping. The
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Fig. 8 The DCS and DOS/NIRS pressure modulation algorithms (Figs. 3 and 5) were utilized to calculate
cerebral blood flow and tissue absorption changes from simulated measurements on the head acquired
at long and short separations of ρl ¼ 3 cm and ρs ¼ 0.7 cm (see Sec. 6.1). These pressure algorithm
results are compared with the homogeneous semi-infinite model estimates of blood flow and tissue
absorption computed from the long-separation and the short-separation data. (a) Calculated fractional
cerebral blood flow changes plotted against the actual cerebral blood flow change in DCS simulated data
set 1 (i.e., extracerebral blood flow remains constant). (b) Calculated fractional cerebral flow changes
plotted against the actual extracerebral blood flow change in DCS simulated data set 2 (i.e., cerebral
blood flow remains constant). (c) Calculated fractional cerebral absorption changes plotted against
the actual cerebral absorption change in DOS/NIRS data set 1 (i.e., extracerebral absorption remains
constant). (d) Calculated fractional cerebral absorption changes plotted against the actual extracerebral
absorption change in DOS/NIRS data set 2 (i.e., cerebral absorption remains constant).
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extracerebral flow increase, however, is more gradual; its time-

dependence roughly corresponds to the delayed heart rate

increase due to finger-tapping. As expected, the long-separation

semi-infinite flow change lies between the cerebral flow change

computed with the DCS pressure modulation algorithm [i.e., 38

delay-times spanning 0.4 to 14.4 μs were used to evaluate

Eq. (15)] and the extracerebral flow change computed from

the short-separation measurements [Fig. 10(b)]. The percent

deviation during finger-tapping (mean� SD across seven mea-

surements) between the fractional cerebral flow change com-

puted with the pressure algorithm and that computed with the

long-separation semi-infinite model is 25� 19%.

Fig. 9 DCS measurements were acquired on the forehead of a healthy adult volunteer at multiple probe
pressures against the head (15 to 40 mm Hg). The optical probe [Fig. 4(c)] consisted of one long source-
detector separation (ρl ¼ 3 cm) and two short source-detector separations (ρs ¼ 1 cm). (a) Measured
intensity autocorrelation curves employed in the calibration stage of the probe pressure modulation
algorithm (Fig. 3) plotted against delay-time τ. g0

2
ðτ; ρl Þ and g0

2
ðτ; ρsÞ are the temporally averaged

signals across the gray shaded region of (b) (i.e., at P ¼ 15 mmHg; N ¼ 13 autocorrelation curves),
and gP

2
ðτ; ρl Þ and gP

2
ðτ; ρsÞ are the temporally averaged signals across the yellow shaded region of

(b) (i.e., at P ¼ 20 mmHg; N ¼ 4 autocorrelation curves). The solid red lines indicate the simultaneous
two-layer fit of g0

2
ðτ; ρl Þ and gP

2
ðτ; ρl Þ for the baseline parameters F 0

c , F
0
ec , and l. Note that the two

constraints for this fit are FP
c ¼ F 0

c and FP
ec∕F

0
ec ¼ 0.57 [latter constraint obtained from g0

2
ðτ; ρsÞ and

gP
2
ðτ; ρsÞ via semi-infinite methods]. The extracted baseline parameters from the two-layer fit are

F 0
c ¼ 4.53 × 10−8 cm2∕s, F 0

ec ¼ 2.23 × 10−9 cm2∕s, and l ¼ 1.35 cm. (b) Temporal fractional flow
changes computed with the DCS pressure modulation algorithm and computed with semi-infinite
techniques. These fractional flow curves are smoothed via a moving average window of size 3 frames
(15 s). Notice that the cerebral blood flow change computed with the DCS pressure algorithm is not
affected by the extracerebral changes induced from varying probe pressure.
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Fig. 10 DCS measurements at one long source-detector separation (ρl ¼ 3 cm) and one short source-
detector separation (ρs ¼ 1 cm) were acquired over the motor cortex of a healthy adult volunteer while he
performed FT [Fig. 7(a)]. (a) Measured intensity autocorrelation curves employed in the calibration stage
of the probe pressure modulation algorithm (Fig. 3) plotted against delay-time τ. These curves are tem-
porally averaged signals across the 60 s (i.e., N ¼ 10 autocorrelation curves) baseline and increased
probe pressure intervals indicated in Fig. 7(b). The solid red lines indicate the simultaneous two-layer
fit of g0

2
ðτ; ρl Þ and gP

2
ðτ; ρl Þ for the baseline parameters F 0

c , F
0
ec , and l, given the constraints that FP

c ¼
F 0

c and that FP
ec∕F

0
ec ¼ 0.44 (latter constraint obtained from g0

2
ðτ; ρsÞ and gP

2
ðτ; ρsÞ via semi-infinite

methods). The extracted baseline parameters from the two-layer fit are F 0
c ¼ 1.95 × 10−8 cm2∕s,

F 0
ec ¼ 3.08 × 10−9 cm2∕s, and l ¼ 1.05 cm. (b) Measured FT functional responses (mean� SE across

N ¼ 5 trials) for cerebral blood flow (rF c ¼ ΔF c∕F
0
c ), extracerebral blood flow (rF ec ¼ ΔF ec∕F

0
ec ), and

heart rate plotted against time. The FT stimulus was between the two green vertical lines. Here, rF c was
computed with the DCS pressure modulation algorithm [Eq. (15)], rF ec was determined by applying
semi-infinite methods to the short-separation signal (Sec. 2), and the heart rate was measured with
a pulse oximeter on the finger. Further, the blue dashed line [rF ðρl Þ] is the mean flow response computed
from applying the semi-infinite model to the long-separation signal.
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8 Discussion

Superficial tissue contamination in optical monitoring of cer-

ebral hemodynamics is a well known issue in the DOS/NIRS

community, and several methods have been proposed to isolate

the cerebral component in the DOS/NIRS signal. Many of these

methods assume statistical independence of superficial and cer-

ebral signals, such as adaptive filtering,38 principal component/

independent component analysis,27,32,99 state space model-

ing,33,100 and general linear models.26,32,37 The justification for

this assumption in brain mapping applications is that superficial

signals in the scalp arise from systemic effects that are damped

by cerebral autoregulation in the brain. Thus, the systemic

superficial signals are independent from the local activation

signals in the brain. However, as noted in Sec. 1, cerebral autor-

egulation is impaired in brain diseases such as ischemic stroke.

Alternative approaches for filtering superficial tissue contamina-

tion include tomographic imaging,54,55,101 time-resolved mea-

surements,41,64,65,102 and two-layer models.57–63

The main result of the present paper is a novel implementa-

tion of the two-layer model that utilizes two source-detector sep-

arations and probe pressure modulation in order to optically

monitor cerebral blood flow (Fig. 3). The two-layer modified

Beer-Lambert law for flow is employed to linearly relate

DCS signal changes to changes in cerebral and extracerebral

blood flow [Eq. (7)]. Further, a patient-specific initial pressure

calibration of the measurement substantially improves the

tractability of flow monitoring with the two-layer model by

reducing the number of free parameters in the model. A priori

anatomical information, though helpful, is not required in this

pressure modulation algorithm.

In our in vivo tests of graded scalp ischemia (Fig. 9) and fin-

ger-tapping (Fig. 10), we did not use any a priori anatomical

information. Further, unlike with tomographic imaging and

blind source separation analysis, the two-layer model approach

does not require a large number of optodes, which permits small

area optical probes that are easier to integrate with other mon-

itoring devices in clinical care applications requiring long-term

continuous monitoring. Our optical probe for the in vivo tests

[Fig. 4(c)] had four optodes. Finally, the linearity of the two-

layer modified Beer-Lambert law greatly facilitates long-term

continuous real-time monitoring of cerebral blood flow. An

analogous pressure modulation algorithm for cerebral absorp-

tion monitoring with DOS/NIRS is also introduced in Fig. 5;

it represents an extension of the two-layer formulation57 of

Fabbri et al. to include pressure modulation.

Although the two-layer model is a big simplification of the

true head geometry, it is still effective in filtering extracerebral

contamination, as we demonstrated in our graded scalp ischemia

and finger-tapping tests. Cerebral blood flow calculated with the

homogeneous semi-infinite model significantly depended on

probe pressure, but the two-layer pressure modulation algorithm

calculation of cerebral flow [Eq. (26)] did not (Fig. 9). Further,

in our finger-tapping test, the pressure modulation algorithm

successfully separated the fast cerebral blood flow increase

due to brain activation from the more gradual flow increase due

to systemic effects, such as heart rate (Fig. 10).

We measured a steady-state increase in cerebral blood flow

from finger-tapping of 30% [Fig. 10(b)]. This increase is on the

low side compared to other published measurements, but is not

unreasonable. Durduran et al. measured a mean cerebral blood

flow increase of 39� 10% from finger-tapping (3 Hz).59

Ye et al. measured a 54� 11% cerebral blood flow increase

from finger-tapping (2 Hz) with arterial spin labeling MRI,103

and Kastrup et al. measured a 101� 24% cerebral blood flow

increase from finger-tapping (3 Hz) with a FAIR MRI tech-

nique.104 We suspect that our optical probe may not have been

perfectly centered over the finger-tapping hand knob (i.e., the

finger area of the motor cortex), which is a little less than

2 cm diameter in size.105 The EEG 10-20 system (Fig. 7) only

roughly identifies the hand knob location, and we sometimes

found it challenging to find the correct position for probe place-

ment. Importantly, we obtained valuable assistance with probe

placement from a neurosurgeon (Dr. David Kung). If the probe

is not exactly over the hand knob area, then only part of the

sampled cerebral volume will encompass the hand knob area,

thus inducing a partial volume error in the recovered cerebral

flow change that is not accounted for in the two-layer model.

This partial volume error results in an underestimation of the

magnitude of the flow increase, which is a possible explanation

for our lower than expected measured flow increase.

Also notice that although the extracerebral blood flow in the

scalp during finger-tapping increases gradually with the heart

rate, the extracerebral blood flow and heart rate finger-tapping

responses behave qualitatively differently in the poststimulus

interval [Fig. 10(b)]. After finger-tapping, the heart rate remains

elevated and gradually returns to baseline, while the extracere-

bral blood flow rapidly plummets, undershooting and then

gradually returning to baseline. Several factors can affect super-

ficial tissue blood flow besides the heart rate, such as blood pres-

sure and skin-specific regulation mechanisms.27,37 Kirilina et al.

investigated the origin of task-evoked hemodynamic changes

in the scalp and found that task-evoked superficial artifacts are

co-localized with veins draining the scalp.37 The observed post

stimulus undershoot in extracerebral blood flow could potentially

be explained by an increase in scalp venous pressure induced by

arterial vasoconstriction following cessation of finger-tapping.

Another interesting aspect of the pressure modulation algo-

rithm is its estimation of the extracerebral layer thickness and

baseline cerebral and extracerebral flow indices [Figs. 9(a)

and 10(a)]. Regrettably, we do not have independent measures

of the extracerebral layer thickness in the two adult subjects.

Thus, explicit validation of the extracerebral layer thickness esti-

mates is not possible. The pressure calibration estimate of the

layer thickness at the forehead for the pressure variation meas-

urement was l ¼ 1.35 cm, while the layer thickness estimate

over the motor cortex in the finger-tapping measurement for a

different subject was l ¼ 1.05 cm. Both of these estimates are

within the range of layer thicknesses measured by Durduran

et al. from anatomical MRI scans, i.e., l ¼ 1.20� 0.26 cm

(unpublished).

Furthermore, the pressure calibration estimate of the ratio

of cerebral to extracerebral baseline blood flow in the finger-

tapping measurement was F0
c∕F

0
ec ¼ 6.3, which is consistent

with positron emission tomography measurements in healthy

adults.106 The estimate of this ratio for the graded scalp ischemia

measurement was F0
c∕F

0
ec ¼ 20.3. This ratio is on the high side,

but it can be at least partially explained by the probe pressure

being a non-negligible 15 mm Hg during the baseline state

[Fig. 9(b)]. At a probe pressure of 15 mm Hg, the extracerebral

blood flow is substantially lower than it would be normally,

which is reflected by the higher than normal cerebral to extrac-

erebral flow ratio estimate. Importantly, we have demonstrated

that pressure calibration can be done successfully by simply

pressing down on the probe with the palm of the hand
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[Fig. 10(a)]. This easy approach should help facilitate its imple-

mentation in clinical settings. Note that our pressure algorithm

does not require knowledge of the quantitative pressure being

applied to the probe. All that is required is a non-negligible

pressure increase to induce a non-negligible extracerebral

flow change.

Earlier we discussed how the formulation of the pressure

algorithm utilizing Eq. (13) (Fig. 3) is sensitive to correlation

noise (Sec. 3.4). For large signals and/or long temporal averag-

ing times, this formulation is effective (Fig. 8), but these luxuries

are not always available for cerebral measurements. In our

in vivo tests, the correlation noise was sometimes too severe

for Eq. (13). In these cases, we used Eqs. (15) and (26) instead,

which are more robust to correlation noise. Further, we recom-

mend using multiple delay-times in evaluating these equations

for the cerebral flow change to reduce sensitivity to noise. In our

in vivo tests, we utilized all delay-times wherein g02ðτ; ρlÞ > 1.25

(∼40 delay-times).

Noise is less of an issue for the DOS/NIRS pressure algo-

rithm formulation (Fig. 5), because multimode detection fibers

offer increased signal strength. During the pressure calibration

stage, it is important to ensure that the source-detector separa-

tions remain fixed when probe pressure is increased. In our

flexible probe, there was a tendency for the source-detector sep-

arations to change slightly when pressing down on the probe,

and the signal changes were dominated by separation changes

rather than extracerebral absorption changes. Note that the DCS

measurement is generally less sensitive to these small changes

in separation than DOS/NIRS. However, this source-detector

separation issue is not a show-stopping challenge: we expect

source-detector separations should not change with pressure

modulation in a suitably designed probe (e.g., a rigid probe).

9 Conclusion

We have introduced and demonstrated a novel DCS pressure

modulation algorithm that isolates cerebral blood flow without

using a priori anatomical information. The algorithm success-

fully removed extracerebral artifacts in cerebral measurements

of graded scalp ischemia and finger-tapping in human subjects.

Thus, the approach should be useful for filtering superficial

tissue signal contamination in real-time cerebral blood flow

monitoring. An analogous pressure modulation algorithm for

DOS/NIRS was introduced, and we demonstrated its ability to

filter superficial tissue contamination in simulations of cerebral

blood oxygenation monitoring. Together these developments

should lead to improvements in the fidelity of cerebral hemo-

dynamic data based on optical signals.

Appendix A: Cerebral Blood Flow Monitoring
Pressure Modulation Algorithm when Tissue
Optical Properties Vary

Recall that the results derived in Secs. 3.1 and 3.2 are for the

special case of constant tissue absorption and tissue scattering.

Here, we relax the constant optical property assumption and

derive more general expressions for cerebral flow monitoring in

the pressure modulation algorithm framework. We first focus on

the case wherein tissue absorption is changing while tissue scat-

tering remains constant. We then consider the case wherein both

tissue absorption and scattering vary. Finally, we discuss an

alternative formulation of the diffuse correlation spectroscopy

(DCS) pressure modulation algorithm in terms of the detected

electric field instead of the detected intensity.

A.1 Cerebral Flow Monitoring with Varying
Absorption

The two-layer DCS modified Beer-Lambert law analogues of

Eqs. (7) and (8) that include absorption components are66

ΔOD
long
DCS ¼ dF;cðτ; ρlÞΔFc þ dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFec

þ da;cðτ; ρlÞΔμa;c þ da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμa;ec; (21)

ΔODshort
DCS ¼ dF;ecðτ; ρsÞΔFec þ da;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμa;ec; (22)

where the tissue absorption changes Δμa;c ≡ μa;c − μ0a;c and

Δμa;ec ≡ μa;ec − μ0a;ec can be estimated from DOS/NIRS mea-

surements via Eqs. (17) and (18), and the multiplicative weight-

ing factors da;cðτ;ρlÞ≡∂OD
long;0
DCS ∕∂μa;c, da;ecðτ; ρlÞ ≡ ∂OD

long;0
DCS ∕

∂μa;ec, and da;ecðτ; ρsÞ ≡ ∂ODshort;0
DCS ∕∂μa;ec can be numerically

determined by evaluating the appropriate derivative of the two-

layer correlation diffusion solution at the baseline flow levels,

tissue optical properties, and extracerebral layer thickness

(e.g., Sec. 3.2.2).

For the pressure calibration stage, the analogues of Eqs. (10)

and (11) are

ΔOD
long;P
DCS ¼ dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFP

ec þ da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμPa;ec; (23)

ΔODshort;P
DCS ¼ dF;ecðτ; ρsÞΔFP

ec þ da;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμPa;ec; (24)

where ΔμPa;ec ≡ μPa;ec − μ0a;ec is the pressure-induced change in

extracerebral tissue absorption. Solving Eqs. (21), (22), (23),

and (24) for the cerebral flow change, we obtain

ΔFc ¼
1

dF;cðτ; ρlÞ

�

ΔOD
long
DCS

− da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμa;ec − da;cðτ; ρlÞΔμa;c

−
ΔOD

long;P
DCS − da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμPa;ec

ΔODshort;P
DCS − da;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμPa;ec

× ½ΔODshort
DCS − da;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμa;ec�

�

: (25)

An alternative approach more robust to correlation noise (see

Sec. 3.4) is to solve Eq. (21) directly for ΔFc, i.e.,

ΔFc ¼
1

dF;cðτ; ρlÞ
½ΔODlong

DCS − dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFec

− da;cðτ; ρlÞΔμa;c − da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμa;ec�; (26)

where ΔFec is determined from the short-separation measure-

ments via semi-infinite methods, as described in Sec. 3.4. As

with Eq. (13), Eqs. (25) and (26) only require measurements

at a single τ for monitoring, but multiple delay-times should

be used to ameliorate sensitivity to noise.
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A.2 Cerebral Flow Monitoring with Varying
Absorption and Scattering

If both tissue absorption and scattering vary significantly,

then the differential absorption and scattering changes should

be directly measured with concurrent frequency-domain or

time-domain DOS/NIRS.5,79,80 The extensions of Eqs. (21)

and (22) for varying tissue scattering are66

ΔOD
long
DCS ¼ dF;cðτ; ρlÞΔFc þ dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFec

þ da;cðτ; ρlÞΔμa;c þ da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμa;ec
þ ds;cðτ; ρlÞΔμ 0

s;c þ ds;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμ 0
s;ec; (27)

ΔODshort
DCS ¼ dF;ecðτ; ρsÞΔFec þ da;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμa;ec

þ ds;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμ 0
s;ec; (28)

where Δμ 0
s;c ≡ μ 0

s;c − μ 00
s;c and Δμ 0

s;ec ≡ μ 0
s;ec − μ 00

s;ec are the dif-

ferential changes from baseline of cerebral and extracerebral

tissue reduced scattering, and the scattering weighting factors

ds;cðτ; ρlÞ ≡ ∂OD
long;0
DCS ∕∂μ 0

s;c, ds;ecðτ; ρlÞ ≡ ∂OD
long;0
DCS ∕∂μ 0

s;ec, and

ds;ecðτ; ρsÞ ≡ ∂ODshort;0
DCS ∕∂μ 0

s;ec are determined using the two-

layer correlation diffusion solution as described in Sec. 3.2.2.

Pressure-induced signal changes from the extracerebral layer

are given by

ΔOD
long;P
DCS ¼ dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFP

ec þ da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμPa;ec
þ ds;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμ 0P

s;ec; (29)

ΔODshort;P
DCS ¼ dF;ecðτ; ρsÞΔFP

ec þ da;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμPa;ec
þ ds;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμ 0P

s;ec: (30)

Solving Eqs. (27), (28), (29), and (30) for the cerebral flow

change, we obtain

ΔFc ¼
1

dF;cðτ;ρlÞ

�

ΔOD
long
DCS−da;ecðτ;ρlÞΔμa;ec

−da;cðτ;ρlÞΔμa;c−ds;ecðτ;ρlÞΔμ 0
s;ec

−ds;cðτ;ρlÞΔμ 0
s;c−

dF;ecðτ;ρlÞ
dF;ecðτ;ρsÞ

× ½ΔODshort
DCS −da;ecðτ;ρsÞΔμa;ec−ds;ecðτ;ρsÞΔμ 0

s;ec�
�

;

(31)

where

dF;ecðτ; ρlÞ
dF;ecðτ; ρsÞ

¼ ΔOD
long;P
DCS − da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμPa;ec − ds;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμ 0P

s;ec

ΔODshort;P
DCS − da;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμPa;ec − ds;ecðτ; ρsÞΔμ 0P

s;ec

:

Alternatively, the variable scattering extension of Eq. (26)

derived from solving Eq. (27) for ΔFc is

ΔFc ¼
1

dF;cðτ; ρlÞ
½ΔODlong

DCS − dF;ecðτ; ρlÞΔFec

− da;cðτ; ρlÞΔμa;c − da;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμa;ec
− ds;cðτ; ρlÞΔμ 0

s;c − ds;ecðτ; ρlÞΔμ 0
s;ec�: (32)

Again, ΔFec is determined from short-separation measurements

via semi-infinite techniques.

A.3 Electric Field Formulation of DCS
Pressure Algorithm

Finally, note that the DCS pressure modulation algorithm

(Fig. 3) assumes that the coherence of the source laser remains

constant over time, i.e., the β coefficient in the Siegert relation

(see Sec. 2) does not change. If this is not the case, then the DCS

signal will change from variation of β83 in addition to varying

flow levels. The pressure algorithm does not account for varia-

tions in β. If β is changing, then it is much better to use the DCS

modified Beer-Lambert law for the electric field autocorrelation

function, g1ðτÞ ≡ hE�ðtÞ · Eðtþ τÞi∕hIðtÞi, instead of the inten-
sity autocorrelation function, g2ðτÞ. The electric field equation is
exactly analogous to Fig. 3, except that the DCS optical density

ODDCS ≡ − log½g2ðτÞ − 1� is replaced with the electric field

DCS optical density, ODDCS;g1 ≡ − log½g1ðτÞ�. In this equation,

the Siegert relation is used to convert the measured g2 signals to

corresponding g1 signals, and the β coefficient for each data

frame is obtained by a fit.

Appendix B: Derivation of Pressure
Modulation Algorithm for Cerebral Absorption
Monitoring

In this appendix, we derive the pressure modulation algorithm

for cerebral absorption monitoring, i.e., Eq. (18). The first step is

to solve Eqs. (16) and (17) for Δμa;c,

Δμa;c ¼
1

LcðρlÞ

	

ΔODlong −
LecðρlÞ
LecðρsÞ

ΔODshort




: (33)

As is the case for DCS blood flow measurements, the key ad-

vantage of using probe pressure modulation with DOS/NIRS is

that it enables direct measurement of the ratio LecðρlÞ∕LecðρsÞ.
In analogy with Sec. 3.2.1, the ratio LecðρlÞ∕LecðρsÞ can be

directly measured from differential short and long source-detec-

tor separation optical density changes between perturbed and

baseline states wherein only the extracerebral absorption is dif-

ferent.57 Probe pressure modulation is a simple way to induce

controlled extracerebral absorption changes without affecting

cerebral absorption. For the case wherein we wish to compare

a perturbed state at probe pressure P to a baseline state at probe

pressure P0, Eqs. (16) and (17) simplify to

ΔODlong;P ≡ − log

	

IPðρlÞ
I0ðρlÞ




¼ LecðρlÞΔμPa;ec; (34)

ΔODshort;P ≡ − log

	

IPðρsÞ
I0ðρsÞ




¼ LecðρsÞΔμPa;ec; (35)

where IPðρlÞ and IPðρsÞ are the measured intensities at probe

pressure P, and ΔμPa;ec ≡ μPa;ec − μ0a;ec is the pressure-induced

extracerebral absorption change.
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Dividing Eq. (34) by Eq. (35) and then substituting the result

into Eq. (33), we obtain Eq. (18).

Appendix C: Instrumentation and
Optical Probe

For in vivo cerebral blood flow monitoring during finger-tapping

and probe pressure variation, we used a custom-built DCS

instrument. Briefly, two continuous wave, long coherence

length (>5 m) 785 nm lasers (80 mW, DL785-100-3O, Crysta-

Laser Inc., Reno, Nevada) illuminate the tissue via multimode

fibers. Single-mode detection fibers couple diffusive light

emerging from tissue to two arrays of four high-sensitivity

single photon counting avalanche photodiodes (SPCM-AQ4C,

Excelitas, Quebec, Canada) operating in photon counting mode.

The outputs from the detection arrays are connected to a multi-

ple-τ hardware correlator (Correlator.com, Bridgewater, New

Jersey) that computes intensity autocorrelation curves in real

time using a correlation integration time of 2.5 s.107

For interfacing this instrument with the head, we used an

optical probe consisting of one long separation, ρl ¼ 3.0 cm,

and two short separations, ρs ¼ 1.0 cm (Fig. 11). All four

fiber bundles in the probe are terminated with 3 mm dielectric

coated right-angle prisms (PS905-E02-SP, custom, Thorlabs,

Newton, New Jersey). The high reflectivity of the prisms

(99%) ensures high light throughput at the skin-probe interface.

Further, as illustrated in Fig. 11, the side-firing prism fibers lay

in the same plane as the probe head, which facilitates the appli-

cation of uniform pressure to the top of the probe.

All seven single-mode fibers in the long-separation detection

bundle (DL) and one attenuated single-mode fiber in the DS

bundle of the optical probe (Fig. 11) were connected to the

eight detection channels in the DCS instrument. The seven inde-

pendent measurements of the intensity autocorrelation function

acquired in parallel at the DL probe position were subsequently

averaged together to improve signal-to-noise ratio. For the sin-

gle-mode fiber in the DS bundle, a variable blocking pigtail

style fiber optic attenuator (OZ Optics, Ontario, Canada) was

employed to avoid detector saturation. Each S fiber in the

probe was connected to a laser, and the middle S position

fiber was also attenuated (OZ Optics) to avoid detector satura-

tion. During DCS acquisition, multiplexing of the two S posi-

tions was achieved by sequentially switching the two DCS lasers

on and off with transistor-transistor logic pulses controlled with

Labview software (National Instruments, Austin, Texas).

To manufacture the probe, we utilized a three-dimensional

printing approach to produce a mold (template) that securely

holds the prism fibers at the desired probe positions [Fig. 11(c)].

Specifically, the mold design was made in the Fusion 360

modeling software environment (Autodesk, California) and

then printed with VeroClear material using an Objet 500 printer

(Stratasys, Minnesota, and Rehovot, Israel). Separately printed

prism clamps, with integrated set screws, secured the prism

fibers in place along grooves in the mold [Fig. 11(c)]. While

the fibers remained fixed in place, a two-part silicone elastomer

(VytaFlex-30, Smooth-On, Pennsylvania) was mixed with a

black tint (3% volume fraction; SO-Strong Color Tint, Smooth-

On), vacuum degassed, and poured into the mold. Cast as a

liquid, the elastomer cures over a time period of 24 h to

form a flexible solid probe head with the prism fibers embedded

at the desired positions. Notice that this highly flexible tech-

nique can be utilized for making not just flat probes, but also

probes with built in curvature that may facilitate measurements

on neonates. Finally, if a probe head with higher near-infrared

light absorption is desired, we recommend mixing the elastomer

with India ink.
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